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GUIDELINES FOR 

AAS EDIBLE TRIAL  

OVERALL 

 

Each AAS Trial has an official Judge. New Judges are approved by the Board of Directors, 

subject to review by the Council of Judges. Judges must have a broad knowledge of varieties 
and a record of careful, methodical trial work. 

 

The five major responsibilities of an AAS Judge are: 
1. Supervising the AAS Trial. 

2. Evaluating each entry over the entire growing season(s). 

3. Scoring each entry at the end of the trialing period. 

4. Submitting the scoring and evaluation results on a timely basis. 
5.  Serving as an esteemed member of the AAS Council of Judges 

 

One of the most important rules is: 
Trial Ground Judges shall exercise extreme precaution to prevent any loss or 

pilferage from seed samples or entries under trial, that there shall be absolutely 

no seeds, plants, cutting, divisions, buds, pollen, or any other reproductive 
material saved, used or transported from any entry for reproductive purposes. 

Any and all excess seeds and all plant material, except as needed in conducting 

the trials, shall be destroyed. 

 
Each new Judge receives a copy of the All-America Selections By-Laws, Policies and 

Guidelines and Guidelines to Conduct Trials. Each Judge should become familiar with the 

above documents as they relate to judging and governance of the organization. 
 

Judges serve without financial compensation. An AAS Judge, Director or Executive Director 

may visit any AAS Trial Ground and will notify the AAS Judge at that location in advance. 

 

PROVISIONAL TO FULL JUDGE STATUS 

 

For at least one year after board approval, a Judge is designated as a Provisional Judge. The 

Board will ask a full Judge to mentor each Provisional Judge. Any questions can be directed to 

either the full Judge or to the AAS office.  
 

The AAS Combined Judges' Committee is responsible for reviewing each Judges' performance 

and score sheets. This committee, after a period of at least one year, may recommend to the 
AAS Board the reclassifying of a provisional Judge to full Judge status. 

 

Full Judge status in AAS is an honor held by a select few horticulture experts in North America. 
Judges are invited, though not required, to attend the annual meeting of the Council of Judges 

as well as the Summer Summit. Each Judge is sent meeting invitations well in advance of each 

event. 



 

NUMBER OF VARIETIES IN TRIAL 
 

There is an average of 13 edible entries each year, over the last ten years. However, recently 

there have been 22-28 entries. Typically we have two comparisons for each entry. For planning 

purposes, expect 60 to 90 varieties. Trial grounds also grow the next year's winners and AAS 
Holdovers (Award Winners awaiting introduction). There are at most five cultivars in each of 

these categories. Thus you can expect an average of 65 to 90 edible varieties per trial. 

 
Each year the trial program is different so it is necessary to be flexible with trial space. A 

complete list of entries and comparisons is sent to each AAS Judge in December of the year 

preceding the trial. A Judge can begin to allocate space for the AAS Trial in at that time. Entry 
and comparison seed is usually sent in December or early January. 
 

TRIAL SPACE NEEDED 

 
Using an average of 75 varieties in the trial, with 3 foot row spacing and a minimum of 30 foot 

rows, the AAS Trial should require approximately 7,000 square feet of land. AAS recommends 

growing 15-20 plants of each entry and comparison in order to have sufficient plants for 
evaluation. Judges may not delete a variety chosen as comparison but are free to add varieties. 

Trial grounds must provide natural shade or a shade house for entries and comparisons 

needing shade. Trial grounds do not have to be open for public inspection but if they are, 

notification prior to a visit is commonly required. 
 

GROWING PRACTICES 

 
All-America Selections provides a descriptive sheet for each entry. This sheet gives the 

breeder's growing instructions and makes the claims on which to judge the entry. To the best of 

a Judge's ability, he or she should follow these growing instructions. If no specific instructions 
are given, grow the edible using current practices for that cultivar. Seed should be planted at the 

appropriate time for each cultivar in your region. The AAS Judge is considered an expert in 

growing edibles from seed and should draw from his/her experience when making decisions 

about the edible seed trial. 
 

Each year there are entries such as carrot and lettuce that require sowing directly into the soil 

and entries such as tomatoes and peppers that require sowing indoors and transplanting 
outdoors at a later date. Judges must be equipped to grow plants in greenhouses for 

transplanting. 

 
All-America Selections rules require that a Judge grow each entry and comparisons side by side 

in rows or blocks of plants. Each entry and its comparisons must be grown under the same 

conditions. Practices should be comparable to those utilized by the average home gardener in 

your area.  
 

Judges evaluate entries and comparisons on taste and garden performance.  To ensure the 

confidentiality of the entrant, each entry is given a coded number. Entrants are not known to the 
Judge and no Judge is permitted to vote for any entry originated by any company with whom 

he/she or his/her company is financially involved. 

 

EVALUATING ENTRIES 
 

The AAS Judge is expected to be an expert on edibles for the home garden. All entries are 

evaluated on home garden characteristics as opposed to commercial production. AAS expects 
the Judge or the Judge's assistant to observe and make notations about the entries on a regular 

basis throughout the growing season. The judge’s assistant can be a helpful addition to record 

data and keep records. Final evaluations and scoring are the responsibility of the judge. A photo 
record is very helpful for evaluations. 



 

The Judge evaluates entries based on numerous qualities, for example: flavor, yield, 
appearance, texture, disease resistance, production and space efficiency, nutrition, and novelty 

value. 

 

It is expected that Judges taste the edible as part of the evaluation. The taste can be as informal 
as eating the edible raw. It can be as formal as taking both the entry and comparison(s) edibles 

home, preparing both, and taste testing both at the same time. 

 
An official AAS score sheet is filled out by each Judge and emailed to the AAS office by October 

1 for the Edible trial. At the discretion of the AAS Board, the provisional Judge's scores may be 

applied toward the total average score of an entry or, if severely out of line, disallowed. All 
judges are asked to fill out the evaluation portion of the score sheet, which is sent to the 

breeders at the end of the trial. 

 

All score sheets and evaluation forms are due October 1. Points are awarded on a scale of 0-5: 

0-1 points:  Not worthy of AAS Award 
2-3 points:  Should receive AAS Award 

4-5 points:  Should receive AAS Gold Medal Award 

 
An AAS Winner Award represents the best in the class. An AAS Gold Medal Award is reserved 

for a significant breeding breakthrough. 

 

 
 


